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Cantor Fitzgerald, a leading global financial services group at the forefront of financial and technological innovation has been
a proven and resilient leader for over 65 years. Cantor is a preeminent investment bank serving more than 7,000 institutional
clients around the world, recognised for its strengths in fixed income and equity capital markets. Cantor and its affiliates
employ over 10,000 people in 22 countries including major financial hubs worldwide. 

Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland was formed through the acquisition of Dolmen stockbrokers in 2012. Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland
provides a full suite of investment services, primarily in personalised share Dealing, Pensions and Investment Management,
Debt Capital Markets, Corporate Finance and Research. We are recognised as a primary dealer in government bonds. Our
clients include private individuals and corporate entities, financial institutions, investment funds, credit unions and charities. 

At Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland we pull together the expertise and experience of analysts and investment professionals from
across three continents. An office network that spans from New York to Hong kong provides us with a uniquely global
perspective on the investment goals of our clients, which we service through our local offices in Dublin, Cork and Limerick.
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equity Market landscape

We remain positive in our outlook for global equity markets and retain an overweight position in our asset
allocation. 

In the wake of the Us Presidential election, bond yields, particularly those of the Us, saw a dramatic move
higher. However, this move in yields has yet to be reflected in equity markets. As such, we anticipate
equities should see a modest correction lower, at which point they will offer attractive risk-return benefits.
We believe that yields have seen the full extent of their move higher for the time being, thereby limiting
the extent of an equity retracement. On a relative basis, returns in asset classes other than equities remain
depressed, thereby adding to the case for an overweight equity allocation. 

In the following pages we outline smaller baskets of equities which should provide investors with exposure
to particular themes which we have identified as being important in the coming months. 

Equity 45%Corporate Bonds 17%

Absolute Return Product 
10%

Property 5%

Commodities 2% Government Bonds 20%

Cash 1%
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top trumps

With the election of Donald
trump came an increase in
the expectation of inflation
and a corresponding rise in
the anticipated economic
growth for the Us, driven by
the administrations promises
of higher fiscal spending.
Against this backdrop, we
have chosen four ways to gain
exposure to this theme
through both industrial and
financial companies. 

CRH

CRH is the leading supplier of asphalt and aggregate concrete materials in the
Us. Roughly 58% of operating profit stems from the Us and as such, if an increase
in fiscal spending on infrastructure projects like roads and bridges is to be
forthcoming, CRH should be a primary beneficiary of such spending. Moreover,
improved economic growth should flow through to the housing market,
providing a further boost to earnings in time.

General electric

Having disposed of its financial arm, General electric is a more focused Industrial
and Digital company. Increased hopes of higher economic growth should
benefit industrial companies, which have traded at depressed multiples in recent
years. should greater fiscal spending be pushed through in the Us it should act
as a tailwind to growth. 

SPDR Financial Select eTF

Higher yields should benefit companies in the financial services sector,
particularly banks and insurers. Insurance companies, especially those in Life
insurance have long liabilities, and benefit from higher yielding bonds which
can be used to offset their risks. similarly, banks benefit from a steeper yield curve
as they borrow money on a short-term basis but lend on a long term basis. the
steeper the yield curve, the more the bank’s profitability improves. By using an
etF to gain exposure to this theme, the investor diminishes stock specific risk,
and instead gains exposure to industry trends. 

ToP TRuMPS FoRwARD FoRwARD                   SeCToR 2016 ReTuRN
P/e DIVIDeND YIeLD

CRH 17.42 2.18%               Buliding Materials 23.40%

General electric 18.00 3.25%                      Industrials 1.40%

sPDR Financial 
select etF* 15.21 1.99%                      Financials 20.15%

Source: Bloomberg.
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european select Basket

though european equity
indices may be buffeted by
political events in the first half
of 2017, we would utilise any
resulting volatility as an
opportunity to pick up stocks
with strong investment cases.
Overall, european equities
offer far superior valuations to
those of the Us and Uk, and in
the event of a relatively
benign outcome to this year’s
many elections, we would
expect eurozone equities to
outperform, aided by the
continued stimulus of the
eCB’s Quantitative easing
programme and the
continued economic
recovery. 

Allianz

the rise in bond yields since the trump election victory is beneficial for Allianz,
as it helps the company to better offset its long term liabilities. the company
has increased its focus on cost control and, in our view, is well positioned to
outperform in 2017. earnings have been driven by strong performance in the
Life and Health division, which should be the primary beneficiary of higher
bonds yields given the long duration of the division’s liabilities. Within the Asset
Management arm, Allianz Global Investors has enjoyed continued success, and
has seen inflows in 14 out of the last 15 quarters. Allianz was facing a deadline
of the end of 2016 to utilise its c.€3bn acquisition budget; if unused,
management promised to return the funds to shareholders. Independent of
these potential extra shareholder returns, the stock offers an attractive
expected dividend yield for 2017, which is 2x times covered by earnings.

Inditex

Inditex, the owner of fashion brands like Zara and Massimo Dutti, has a
multitude of competitive advantages over peers in our view. the most notable
is the practice of producing small amounts of inventory each season, allowing
for tighter stock controls, and shorter lead times when adjusting to mid-season
trends. this results in less surplus inventory at the end of a season, which would
usually be marked down in a sale, thereby negatively weighing on a retailer’s
margin. the company has also employed new technologies to increase the
amount of online sales it conducts, combining with its tight stock control to
allow a seamless shop online, collect in store system. Given the popularity of
its brands, we believe the company should fair even better as economic
growth in europe rises.

Smurfit Kappa

smurfit’s earnings are tightly entwined with global GDP growth, and should
improve accordingly as growth levels increase. At the end of last year the stock
was included in the top 100 equities in the Uk, and it has also benefitted from
a €60 per tonne price increase in kraftliner prices as of the 1st of March. the
company focuses on innovation in order to differentiate itself from competitors
and provide a higher value-add service to customers. this has aided in smurfit
maintaining leading market positions in both europe and Central/south
America

Ryanair

We see Ryanair as being the long term structural winner within the european
short-haul airline space. Its lower cost base, with a new, fuel-efficient fleet as
its base, gives Ryanair a significant long term advantage over peers. In
conjunction with its greater focus on customer service, the airline is attracting
a greater number of business travellers by using an increasing number of
primary airports. In our view, Ryanair should remain the dominant force within
an industry which needs further consolidation, and would reduce competition
on key routes to Ryanair’s benefit. 
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european select Basket Continued

Bank of Ireland

though the stock will likely continue to be buffeted by Brexit fallout and the
rise and fall of yields in europe, we remain positive on the outlook for Bank of
Ireland below our target price of €0.272. We see the continued improvement
in Non-Performing Loans as a positive, coupled with a reduction in the bank’s
pension deficit as yields on bonds rise. the newly introduced help-to-buy
scheme, coupled with revised macro prudential rules should boost housing
and loan demand.

Datalex

New signings should continue to deliver growth in the coming quarters with
the most notable name being Lufthansa, where deployment has already
began. there has been further gains in the Chinese market and the company
expects more deals in that space in the coming months. swiss-Air also went
live on the Datalex platform at the end of Q3, while Jetblue was brought on-
steam in H1 2016. Growth within the current client base is also expected to
increases as clients add extra products and services onto the Datalex platform.  

euRoPeAN SeLeCT FoRwARD FoRwARD                   SeCToR 2016 ReTuRN
BASKeT P/e DIVIDeND YIeLD

Allianz 10.20 4.75%                      Financials -4.0%

Inditex 30.12 2.21%                     Consumer 2.3%
                        Discretionary

smurfit kappa 12.28 3.11%                     Industrials -7.4%

Ryanair 13.20 0.00%                     Consumer -3.4%
                        Discretionary

Bank of Ireland 11.52 0.03%                      Financials -30.6%

Datalex 30.03 1.51%                    technology 5.9%

Source: Bloomberg.
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tech Giants

We have long retained a
preference for tech
companies at the cutting
edge of changing consumer
trends such as e-commerce,
mobile payments,
communications and
entertainment. Here we
selected four of our preferred
names in the tech space
which offer exposure to these
trends. these companies also
tend to enjoy high earnings
growth rates given their
dominant positions within
their respective business lines. 

Facebook

Facebook is at the cutting edge of the shift of advertising dollars from
traditional mediums to online and mobile platforms. More than 1.2 billion
people access Facebook every day, providing the company with key insights
into each user’s interests and demographics. this information allows the
company to target ads directly to the user’s interests, increasing its
effectiveness. the efficiency of this method is clearly recognised by advertisers,
as ad revenue rose over 50% in 2016 to $27 billion.

Alphabet/Google

Google is the number 1 online advertising platform in the world. through
targeted ads on its search website and video ads on Youtube, the company
has amassed a 31% market share in online advertising budgets. the company
is also having increasing success from spin-offs from its developmental “moon-
shots” division called X-Labs, including a self-driving car business and a biotech
firm. tight cost controls have also improved margins. 

PayPal

PayPal is the leading name in digital payments having processed over $350
billion in payments in 2016. the company has grown from its early business as
a payment method on e-commerce websites, and has expanded into the full
spectrum of financial services: processing bill payments, fund transfers
between users, tap-and-go payment at retail checkouts and more. the
company focuses on areas where consumers have a need to transfer money,
and then facilitates that transaction. key partnerships with Mastercard and Visa,
as well as large retailers, should help the company reach critical scale and
become a household name in digital payments, creating high barriers to entry
for competitors. 

Amazon

Amazon is investing heavily throughout its business, which we view as sensible
given the increasing trend toward online shopping, especially when free cash
flow is more than ample to cover the investment. Amazon’s growth is
outpacing the rapidly expanding e-commerce sector, and by investing in key
areas Amazon will be able to reach to peak scale necessary to retain its
dominant position within the sector. 

TeCH GIANTS FoRwARD FoRwARD                   SeCToR 2016 ReTuRN
P/e DIVIDeND YIeLD

Facebook 24.82 0.00%                     technology 9.9%

Alphabet/Google 19.83 0.00%                     technology 1.9%

PayPal 23.51 0.00%                     technology 9.0%

Amazon 112.89 0.00%                     technology 10.9%

Source: Bloomberg.
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the Food Basket

Greencore

Greencore recently acquired Peacock foods in the Us, dramatically increasing
the size of the group, and opening up a variety of cross selling and expansion
opportunities in the Us. Investor concerns about prices for raw materials,
packaging and labour are misplaced in our view, and should be more than
mitigated by supply chain efficiencies and pricing initiatives. We believe the
market has mispriced Greencore and see substantial upside for the stock as
the full potential of the Peacock acquisition becomes understood. 

Kerry

kerry is well positioned in our view to benefit from shifts in consumer trends
reflecting increased preference for health and wellness offerings, clean-label
solutions with less additives and chemicals, organic and convenient products
available through retail and foodservice channels. the company’s balance
sheet is strong, with low debt levels, while the company overall is highly cash
generative generating an expected Free Cash Flow yield of 5.0% in 2017

Glanbia

the key driver of Glanbia’s earnings continues to be its Glanbia Performance
Nutrition (GPN) division, where management expects full year like-for-like
branded revenue growth of low-single digits, while strong volume growth
should offset promotional pricing activity. eBItA and margin improved in 2016
in its Glanbia Nutritional division, as global diary markets showed signs of
stabilisation in Q3/16. the Group’s strong cash generation ability remains
positive, and management forecasts its Net Debt/ eBItDA ratio to be below
1.5x by the end of 2016, meaning it has significant firepower for further bolt
on acquisitions in the future to support earnings growth.

though the staples sector is
trading on historically
elevated multiples, our
preferred names justify this
valuation premium by being
at the forefront of a change in
the way consumers eat, and
have  earnings growth rates
which justify their valuation in
our view.  

THe FooD BASKeT FoRwARD FoRwARD                  SeCToR 2016 ReTuRN
P/e DIVIDeND YIeLD

Greencore 15.84 2.29%             Consumer staples -15.4%

kerry 20.83 0.82%             Consumer staples -11.0%

Glanbia 17.94 0.79%             Consumer staples -6.9%

Source: Bloomberg.
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Dividend Yield Basket

though bond yields in the Us
jumped higher in the wake of
Donald trump’s election
victory, globally yields remain
relatively depressed,
maintaining the strong case
for stocks which provide high
dividend yields. We have a
preference for stocks with a
long history of secure
dividend payment, or those
that have strong coverage
ratios. 

GlaxoSmithKline

Glaxo is our preferred name within the healthcare space given the improved
diversification across its medication portfolio, and its exposure to high growth
areas like vaccines. Having completed a transformative deal with Novartis,
Glaxo has diversified earnings away from an over-reliance on its respiratory
portfolio, boosting its range of vaccines and expanding its over-the-counter
consumer division. the deal also provided Glaxo with sufficient funds to acquire
the remaining interest in its high growth HIV treatment business, ViiV. the
dividend remains attractive and is secure for 2017 in our view. 

Royal Dutch Shell

shell is our preferred name within the energy sector having completed a
transformative deal with BG last year which dramatically increased its Natural
Gas assets. the company is focused on extreme cost control in order to
improved free cash flow, and is also aiming to dispose of c.$30 billion in assets
by 2018 in order to reduce debt levels; shell started 2017 by agreeing $4.7bn
worth of sales. Management is committed to maintaining the dividend and
we are confident in their capacity to do so in 2017 despite continued
depressed oil prices. 

The City of London Investment Trust

the City of London Investment trust offers investors exposure to a portfolio of
high quality Uk multi-national companies that pay attractive dividends.
Manager Job Curtis employs a conservative Investment style and prefers
companies that generate sufficient cash to support dividends and capital
expenditure. In addition, companies must also have strong balance sheets,
especially those in more cyclical industries. this process has resulted in a strong
performance track record relative to peers, and the dividend from the fund has
also been raised for 50 consecutive years. the portfolio currently consists of
c.117 holdings and is overweight defensive stocks in the consumer staples and
healthcare sectors.

Verizon

Verizon is in the process of agreeing a deal for the takeover of Yahoo’s core
business. If completed it would make the combined company the third largest
player in the online advertising space. expansion beyond the highly
competitive mobile phone market is appealing, and in our view the acquisition
of Yahoo would dovetail well with last year’s acquisition of AOL. the dividend
remains well supported, and particularly attractive when coupled with Verizon’s
earnings growth prospects. 
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Dividend Yield Basket Continued

DIVIDeND YIeLD FoRwARD FoRwARD                   SeCToR 2016 ReTuRN
BASKeT P/e DIVIDeND YIeLD

Glaxosmithkline 14.15 5.07%                     Healthcare 13.8%

Royal Dutch shell 15.29 6.74%                         energy 52.6%

the City of London 24.88 4.02%                 Diversified trust 4.9%
Investment trust*

Verizon 12.51 4.82%                       telecoms 15.5%

Source: Bloomberg.
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etF Basket

For more diversified exposure
to the themes in this
document, investors could
consider exchange traded
funds (etFs). etFs offer the
benefit of diversification
across a variety of stocks while
still providing access to the
potential gains from the
investment cases which we
have outlined. 

iShares euro Stoxx 50 uCITS eTF

the Fund seeks to track the performance of an index composed of 50 of the
largest companies in the eurozone. the euro stoxx 50 Index is europe's leading
blue-chip index. Our preference remains for european equities on a relative
valuation basis versus the Us and Uk, and this etF offers cost effective
investment to a diversified portfolio of european blue-chip names. top
holdings include siemens, sanofi, Bayer and Allianz. this etF also pays a
dividend yield of 3.90%.

First Trust Morningstar Dividend Leaders eTF

Morningstar is a highly respected name in the industry and provides
proprietary research on a number of financial assets. the Dividend Leaders etF
looks to screen the Us stock universe for the most consistent dividend payers,
while also ensuring that the dividend is sustainable. In order to be included a
company must have a history of paying dividends at an increasing rate, it must
also have a payout ratio of less than 0.7. this ensures that the company is
generating enough profit to sustain the dividend. the companies that make it
through these screens are then ranked based on dividend yield. 

JP Morgan emerging Markets Trust

For clients looking for emerging market exposure, the JP Morgan emerging
Markets trust aims to maximise total returns from emerging Markets worldwide
and provides investors with a diversified portfolio of shares in countries and
sectors we believe offer the most attractive opportunities for growth. the
Company can hold up to 10% cash or utilise gearing of up to 20% of net assets
where appropriate. the trust has a heavy weighting toward Financials and tech
and has a 5 star rating from Morningstar. 

eTF BASKeT FoRwARD FoRwARD                   SeCToR 2016 ReTuRN
P/e DIVIDeND YIeLD

ishares euro stoxx 50 18.85 3.901%                 Diversified etF -0.43%
UCIts etF

First trust Morningstar 18.64 2.89%                  Diversified etF 17.11%
Dividend Leaders etF

JP Morgan emerging 22.01 1.27%                  Diversified etF 26.90%
Markets trust

Source: Bloomberg.
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Core Portfolio

SToCKS PRICe FoRwARD FoRwARD SeCToR CuRReNCY
P/e DIV YIeLD

Glanbia 16.48 18.7 0.85% Consumer staple eur

Greencore 247.20 14.1 2.52% Consumer staple GBp

Ryanair 14.31 11.8 0.61% Consumer Discretionary eur

Inditex 31.18 26.3 2.54% Consumer Discretionary eur

Daimler 67.79 7.9 5.16% Consumer Discretionary eur

Lloyds 67.25 10.1 5.09% Financials GBp

Bank of Ireland 0.24 11.1 3.42% Financials eur

Allianz 158.35 10.1 4.98% Financials eur

Facebook 133.84 19.8 0.00% technology UsD

PayPal 42.15 20.7 0.00% technology UsD

Alphabet 842.17 17.3 0.00% technology UsD

Amazon 852.19 17.5 0.00% technology UsD

General electric 30.45 15.7 3.27% Industrials UsD

smurfit kappa 25.80 11.9 3.35% Industrials eur

CRH 32.37 17.7 2.16% Construction Materials eur

kingspan 29.87 18.3 1.31% Construction Materials eur

Royal Dutch shell 2,225.50 12.1 6.94% energy GBp

DCC 6,800.00 20.7 1.80% energy GBp

Glaxosmithkline 1,617.00 14.2 4.94% Pharmaceuticals GBp

Verizon 48.46 12.0 4.93% telecoms UsD

the Core Portfolio represents our top 20 highest conviction equity calls, and is drawn from our universe of
Outperform rated names. the portfolio has an exceptional track record, posting returns in excess of 14% in three of
the last four years.
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Regulatory Information
Issuer Descriptions: (Source: Bloomberg)

CRH: CRH public limited company is a global building materials group. the Company manufactures and distributes a range of construction
products such as heavy materials and elements to construct the frame and value-added exterior products

General Electric: General electric Company is a globally diversified technology and financial services company. the Company's products
and services include aircraft engines, power generation, water processing, and household appliances to medical imaging, business and
consumer financing and industrial products.

Financial Select Sector SPDR Fund is an exchange-traded fund incorporated in the UsA. the Fund's objective is to provide investment
results that, before expenses, correspond to the performance of the Financial select sector. 

Allianz: Allianz se, through subsidiaries, offers insurance and financial services. the Company offers property and casualty, life and health,
credit, motor vehicle and travel insurance, and fund management services.

Inditex: Industria de Diseno textil, s.A. designs, manufactures and distributes apparel. the company operates retail chains in europe, the
Americas, Asia and Africa .

Smurfit Kappa Group: smurfit kappa Group PLC manufactures containerboards, solid boards, graphic boards, corrugated and solid board
packaging products.

Ryanair: Ryanair Holdings plc provides low fare passenger airline services to destinations in europe.

Bank of Ireland: Bank of Ireland provides a range of banking, life insurance and other financial services to customers in Ireland and United
kingdom

Datalex: Datalex plc provides e-business infrastructure and solutions to customers in the global travel industry. 

Facebook: Facebook Inc. operates a social networking website. the Company website allows people to communicate with their family,
friends, and coworkers

Alphabet: Alphabet, Inc. operates as a holding company. the Company, through its subsidiaries, provides web-based search, advertisements,
maps, software applications, mobile operating systems, consumer content, enterprise solutions, commerce, and hardware products.

PayPal: PayPal Holdings Inc operates as a technology platform company that enables digital and mobile payments on behalf of consumers
and merchants. the company offers online payment solutions. PayPal Holdings serves customers worldwide. .

Amazon: Amazon.com, Inc. is an online retailer that offers a wide range of products. 

Greencore: Greencore Group plc manufactures and distributes a diverse range of primary foods and related products, food ingredients and
prepared foods to the consumer and industrial sectors.

Kerry: kerry Group PLC is a major international food corporation. the Group develops, manufactures, and delivers innovative taste solutions
and nutritional and functional ingredients .

Glanbia: Glanbia plc is an international dairy, consumer foods, and nutritional products company. the Company conducts operations primarily
in Ireland, the United kingdom, and the United states. 

GlaxoSmithKline: Glaxosmithkline PLC is a research-based pharmaceutical company.

Royal Dutch Shell: Royal Dutch shell PLC, through subsidiaries, explores for, produces, and refines petroleum

The City of London Investment Trust plc is a closed-end fund incorporated in the United kingdom. the aim of the Fund is to outperform
over the long term the total return of the Ftse All-share Index through either capital growth or income generation. the Fund primarily invests
in larger companies.

Allianz: Allianz se, through subsidiaries, offers insurance and financial services. the Company offers property and casualty, life and health,
credit, motor vehicle and travel insurance, and fund management services.

Verizon: Verizon Communications Inc. is an integrated telecommunications company that provides wire line voice and data services, wireless
services, internet services, and published directory information. 

iShares EURO STOXX 50 UCITS ETF EUR (Dist) is an open-end, UCIts compliant exchange traded fund incorporated in Ireland. the Fund
aims to track the performance of the eURO stOXX 50 Index. the fund distributes income received to shareholders.

First Trust Morningstar Dividend Leaders Index Fund is an exchange-traded fund incorporated in the UsA. the Fund seeks investment
results that correspond to the Morningstar Dividend Leaders Index which consists of stocks that have shown dividend consistency and
dividend sustainability. the top 100 stocks, based on dividend yield, are selected for the index.

JPMorgan Emerging Markets Investment Trust plc is an investment trust incorporated in the United kingdom. the aim of the Fund is to
generate capital growth from emerging markets worldwide. the Fund invests in a diversified portfolio with no more than 50% of the
Company's assets invested in any one region.

Historical Record of recommendation

CRH: We have added CRH to our core portfolio on the 01/01/16, with a recommendation of Outperform

General Electric: We have an Outperform recommendation on General electric however; we cut its weighting in our core portfolio to 2%
from 4% on the 22/09/2015.

Allianz: We have been positive on Core Portfolio stock, Allianz since 24/04/14 and no changes have been made to the recommendation
since then.

Inditex: We have initiated coverage of Inditex with an Outperform rating, as of 23/01/2016.

Smurfit Kappa Group: We have added smurfit kappa to our core portfolio on the 01/01/2016 and we have upgraded our recommendation
from Market Perform to Outperform.
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Ryanair: Ryanair was added to the Core Portfolio at inception in and have had an Outperform recommendation since then.

Bank of Ireland: We have reinstated an outperform rating on Bank of Ireland as of 13/07/2016.

Datalex: We have been positive on the outlook for Datalex since 14/04/14 and no changes to our recommendation have been made since
then.

Facebook: We have been positive on the outlook for Facebook, and it was added to the core portfolio on the 11/05/2015 and no changes
to our recommendation have been since

Alphabet: Google which is now Alphabet was added to the Core Portfolio on 07/01/13 and no changes have been made to the
recommendation since its inclusion

PayPal: We added PayPal to our Core Portfolio on the 20/07/15 and have an Outperform outlook on the stock .

Amazon: We have an Outperform recommendation for Amazon since 26/07/13, and no changes have been made since then.

Greencore: We have upgraded our recommendation for Greencore, to Outperform from Not Rated, as of 25/11/2015.

Kerry: We added kerry to our Core Portfolio on the 16/11/2016

Glanbia: We have been positive on Glanbia’s outlook since 13/03/13 and no changes have been made to the recommendation since then.

GlaxoSmithKline: We have been positive on Gsk’s outlook since 04/02/13 and no changes have been made to the recommendation since
then.

Royal Dutch Shell: We have been positive on Core Portfolio stock, Royal Dutch shell, since 20/05/13 and no change has been made to our
recommendation since then.

Allianz: We have been positive on Core Portfolio stock, Allianz since 24/04/14 and no changes have been made to the recommendation
since then.

Verizon: We have been positive on Core Portfolio stock, Verizon, since 26/02/14 and no change has been made to our recommendation
since then.

None of the above recommendations have been disclosed to the relevant issuer prior to dissemination of this Research. 

Date of distribution

the first date of distribution is the same date as this report unless otherwise specified.

All regulatory disclosures pertaining to valuation methodologies and historical records of the above recommendations can be found on the
Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland website here:

http://www.cantorfitzgerald.ie/research_disclosures.php

this material is approved for distribution in Ireland by Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd. It is intended for Irish retails clients only and is not intended
for distribution to, or use by, any person in any country where such distribution or use would be contrary to local law or regulation. Cantor
Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd (“CFIL”) is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd is a member firm of the Irish stock
exchange and the London stock exchange.

Where CFIL wishes to make this and other Cantor Fitzgerald research available to Retail clients, such information is provided without liability
and in accordance with our terms and conditions that are available on the CFIL website.

No report is intended to and does not constitute a personal recommendations or investment advice nor does it provide the sole basis for
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